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Abstract: In this paper, we extend the model developed in part-I of this work to include the effects
of the back-end-of-line (BEOL) metal layers and test its validity against on-wafer measurement
results of SiGe heterojunction bipolar transistors (HBTs). First we modify the position dependent
substrate temperature model of part-I by introducing a parameter to account for the upward heat flow
through BEOL. Accordingly the coupling coefficient models for bipolar transistors with and without
trench isolations are updated. The resulting modeling approach takes as inputs the dimensions
of emitter fingers, shallow and deep trench isolation, their relative locations and the temperature
dependent material thermal conductivity. Coupling coefficients obtained from the model are first
validated against 3D TCAD simulations including the effect of BEOL followed by validation against
measured data obtained from state-of-art multifinger SiGe HBTs of different emitter geometries.

Keywords: SiGe HBT; multi-finger transistor; self-heating; thermal coupling; shallow trench;
deep trench; BEOL

1. Introduction

Back-end-of-line (BEOL) metal layers have non-negligible impacts on the overall thermal
behaviour in bipolar transistors [1,2]. Although the traditional self-heating modeling approaches for
single-finger transistor mostly focused their attention on the front-end-of-line (FEOL) substrate model
developments [3,4], BEOL effects were still considered to obtain a reasonable model fit in a number
of studies e.g., in [5–7]. In [8], it is demonstrated how BEOL design can be optimized in order to
have a reduced overall thermal resistance for a single-finger silicon–germanium (SiGe) heterojunction
bipolar transistor (HBT). Additionally, in another report [9], an empirical three-node R-C model is
used to represent the BEOL thermal model in the overall thermal network of an SiGe HBT architecture.
For multifinger bipolar transistors, in addition to the self-heating effects, thermal coupling between
the fingers has to be considered. In a recent work [10], an empirical model considering both FEOL and
BEOL effects was reported. In part-I of this work [11], considering the heat flow only through the FEOL
substrate, we have reported physics-based geometry-scalable models of the static thermal coupling
coefficients for multifinger SiGe HBTs with and without trench isolation. In this part, we extend the
model of [11] to include the effects of heat flow through the BEOL metal layers in order to be able
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to verify our model with experimental data. Modifications to the proposed model in part-I [11] in
the presence of BEOL heat flow are presented in Section 2. This is followed by a model testing with
extensive 3D TCAD simulations in Section 3. In Section 4 we compare the proposed model with
on-wafer measurements of trench isolated multifinger SiGe HBTs of different emitter geometries from
two different technologies. Finally, we conclude in Section 5.

2. Model Extension for Structures with BEOL and Parameter Extraction

Figure 1 shows the 3D view of the TCAD generated realistic five finger SiGe HBT with left
corner finger as a heat source (HS). The heat generated at the finger flows downward through the
FEOL substrate and upward through the BEOL metal interconnects. The overall thermal resistance
corresponding to the jth finger is related as

1
RTH,jj

=
1

RTHs,jj
+

1
RTHm

(1)

where RTHs,jj and RTHm are the thermal resistances of FEOL and BEOL paths, respectively. Note that
RTHm includes the overall conduction and convection heat flow above BEOL or the package, if any.
Here we consider RTHm to be temperature-independent due to a negligible thermal conductivity
variation with temperature in the BEOL path as illustrated in [12].
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Figure 1. 3D cross-sectional view of a five-finger TCAD structure of STMicroelectronics B55 process [13]
containing shallow and deep trenches along with the eight metal layers (M1 to M8). A closer view of
the corner finger is shown at the inset with emitter (E), base (B), and collector (C) contacts, and the heat
source (HS).

A planar heat source is assumed to be placed at the heating finger (z = 0) (see Figure 1 of [11]).
If b is the fraction of the total dissipated power (Pdiss) flowing towards the FEOL substrate (as sown
in the zoomed portion of Figure 1) and (1 − b) is the fraction that flows upwards through BEOL,
the substrate temperature profile T(z) under the heating finger along the z-direction can be written as

T(z) = Tre f + bPdissRTHs(z) (2)

where Tre f is the known reference temperature at one end of the structure away from the heat source
and RTHs(z) is z-dependent thermal resistance of FEOL part measured from the reference end to the
vertical position z. Note that Tre f = Tamb at z = H. In (2) the BEOL heat flow is taken into account by
the parameter b which is defined as [14],
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b =
RTHm

RTHm + RTHs
. (3)

Analytical expression of T(z) presented in part-I [11] can be used to include the BEOL effect just
by replacing Pdiss with bPdiss. Eventually the resulting expression for T(z) reads

T(z) =
(−q)−

√

q2 − 4pr

2p
(4)

with p = bPdiss fG(z)
κc
3 , q = bPdiss fG(z)

(

κb
2 + κc

3 Tre f

)

− 1 and r = bPdiss fG(z)
(

κa +
κb
2 Tre f +

κc
3 T2

re f

)

+

Tre f . Here fG(z) is the position-dependent geometry factor [6,15] and κa, κb and κc are the coefficients
in the temperature dependent thermal conductivity (κ(T)) model [16].

A close to unity value of b signifies very high value of RTHm compared to RTHs and shows a weak
dependence on temperature or Pdiss. Note that such a precondition (RTHs ≪ RTHm) exists for all
practical devices where BEOL comprises of several metal layers and dielectric insulation providing
high resistance to the upward heat flow leading to a very high value of RTHm. Even when the metal-1
is grounded, the amount of upward heat flow through metal-1 is not substantially different compared
to the case when four level of BEOL metal lines are present leading to small change in the overall
thermal resistance [8]. Actually the BEOL thermal resistance is maximum when only metal-1 is present
(and grounded) in the structure and the remaining back-end is filled with inter-layer dielectric [17].
Hence, for the practical range of power dissipation it is safe to assume b to be a constant independent
of Pdiss. The exact value of b is obtained from (3) using RTHs = fG/κ(Tamb) and an RTHm extracted
following the method reported in [18].

The model of T(z) in (4) includes temperature coefficients of κ(T). Previous works [2,19,20] have
highlighted the doping dependence of κ(T) of a material, in addition to its temperature dependence,
and modeled the same through the temperature coefficients, κa, κb and κc. In this work, while extracting
RTHm from the experimental data using the methodology detailed in [18], we also extract the
parameters α and β of an alternate thermal conductivity model, κ(T) = βT−α [21]. From these alternate
model parameters, we find κa, κb and κc parameters by optimization. Thus obtained parameters are
supposed to include the effect of doping.

3. TCAD Simulation and Model Testing

We carried out the 3D TCAD simulation of multifinger structures based on the STMicroelectronics
B55 process [13] with intrinsic Si as the substrate. Since the previous studies [1,9] demonstrated that
major contribution of BEOL thermal resistance comes from metal level-1 (M1), we simulated the TCAD
structure only until M1 in BEOL.

Following the modeling approach elaborated in part-I [11], prior to estimating cij of the device
with shallow trench (ST) and deep trench (DT), one needs to obtain the values of self-heating junction
temperature and coupling factors of structures with no-trench and with only ST. Therefore for model
testing, three TCAD structures including BEOL were prepared: (i) the first one included no-trench
isolation, (ii) the second one had only ST and (iii) the third one had both ST and DT. From the
simulation results of Tjj and RTH,jj we extracted RTHm for each device following the methodology
of [18]. Note that unlike the multifinger device being investigated here, the work in [18] dealt with
only single-finger transistor. Although a multifinger transistor has a provision of creating multiple
(upward as well as downward) heat-flow paths via different fingers especially when all fingers are
not simultaneously heating, considering all these possibilities will lead to a more complicated model.
Instead, in order to keep the model simple and suitable for implementation, we attempt to formulate
and extract an effective RTHm from the single-finger self-heating characteristics (assuming one finger
heating at a time in the multifinger structure) following the work of [18]. It was found that the effective
RTHm values extracted for all the three devices were almost same (20 kK/W). Therefore, we assumed
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a constant value of RTHm for all the three types of devices under investigation. However, the value of b

obtained from (3) was unique for each device due to differences in their FEOL structure. These values
of b were denoted as bnt, bst, and bdt for the structures with no-trenches, with only ST, and with both
ST and DT, respectively.

For the no-trench structure, we used θ = 48◦ for the trapezoidal thermal spread as illustrated
in [11]. The estimated value of bnt was then substituted in (4) to obtain the depth-dependent
substrate temperature profile (Tnt(z)). Subsequently we calculated the junction temperature rise
∆Tjj,nt = Tnt(z = 0)− Tamb. Figure 2 compares the difference in temperature profile along z- and
x-directions, normalized by Tjj, for the no-trench isolated structures with and without BEOL.
It is evident that obtaining cij using T(z) was as accurate as obtaining cij from T(x) even in the presence
of BEOL. The plot is shown in the region of interest of thermal coupling between the heat source
and x, z = 4s, where s = 2.5 µm is the finger spacing (following STMicroelectronics B55 technology).
A slight difference between the plots near the heat source essentially originated from slightly higher
T(x = s) than T(z = s) possibly due to additional coupling through BEOL. It is also evident that
such a difference was not visible near any of the sensing fingers, x = s to x = 4s. Therefore, for the
chosen finger-spacing (s = 2.5 µm) corresponding to STMicroelectronics B55 technology, we could
ignore any additional coupling via BEOL and could obtain the temperature rise at a sensing finger
as ∆Tij,nt = Tnt(z = |i − j|s)− Tamb even in the presence of BEOL. Subsequently, we estimated the
coupling factor cij,nt = ∆Tij,nt/∆Tjj,nt. For the shallow trench isolated device, first we estimated the
ambient temperature-dependent FEOL thermal resistance (RTHs,st(Tamb)) by considering appropriate
thermal spreading angles (35◦ within shallow trenches and 48◦ outside trenches) as illustrated in
part-I [11]. Using the already extracted value of RTHm and newly estimated RTHs,st(Tamb), we estimated
bst following (3). Formulation (4) was employed appropriately starting from the bottom of the thermal
spread with Tre f = Tamb to estimate ∆Tjj,st = Tst(z = 0)− Tamb. Subsequently the thermal resistance
was calculated following RTH,jj,st = ∆Tjj,st/Pdiss. The calculated values of ∆Tjj,st, cij,nt and ∆Tjj,nt were
used to obtain cij,st as illustrated in (8) of [11]. Similarly for the structure with ST and DT isolation,
we estimated fG considering appropriate thermal spreading angles of 35◦ and 48◦ and we estimated
bdt from (3) with RTHs,dt(Tamb) and the already obtained value of RTHm. Afterwards we use (4) to
estimate ∆Tjj,dt and RTH,jj,dt. Eventually the coupling factor cij,dt was estimated using (9) with (10)
of [11] where already calculated values of cij,st and ∆Tjj,st were used.
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Figure 2. A comparison between the difference in T(z) and T(x) from TCAD, normalized with the
rise in peak junction temperature ∆Tjj, for the structures with and without back-end-of-line (BEOL)
heat flow.

Figure 3a compares the proposed self-heating model (4) and the TCAD results of junction
temperature-dependent total thermal resistance for the three types of TCAD simulated structures.
The comparison was done for a fixed emitter area of AE = 0.2 × 5 µm2 across all the three structures.
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Excellent model agreement was observed with the TCAD simulated data for all three structures.
The extracted value of RTHm for the devices was 20 kK/W. It is important to note that only for the
structure with DT, Tjj and RTH,jj results could vary depending on the heating finger location due to
asymmetric heat confinement among various fingers. An increase in overall temperature and thermal
resistance was observed when the heating finger was located close to DT due to heat confinement
as illustrated with the help of 1st and 3rd finger heating. This effect was accurately captured by the
proposed model.
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Figure 3. (a) Tjj−dependent RTH,jj variation and (b) cij at the sensing fingers: A comparison
between TCAD results (symbols) and the proposed model (lines) for the three types of structures with
AE = 0.2 × 5 µm2 and Pdiss = 30 mW. Solid lines in (b) correspond to the case when ∆Tij,nt/∆Tij,st = 1
in cij,st and cij,dt model. Here finger spacing s = 2.5 µm.

Figure 3b compares the cij values obtained using TCAD simulations (symbols) and the proposed
model (lines) for AE = 0.2 × 5 µm2 across all the three structures at a Pdiss = 30 mW. As expected,
sensing fingers closer to the heat source exhibited higher coupling factors. Although ∆Tjj,st > ∆Tjj,nt,
one can see that cij,st < cij,nt due to the fact that ∆Tij,st ≈ ∆Tij,nt. Besides, the effect of DT confinement
resulted in increased sensing finger temperature when compared with ST only structure yielding
cij,dt > cij,st. Note that dashed lines correspond to the case when the actual TCAD values of the
ratio ∆Tij,nt/∆Tij,st were used in cij,st and cij,dt calculation, whereas the solid lines were obtained
by considering the ratio to be unity. A good level of model agreement was observed across all
the structures even under the assumption of ∆Tij,nt/∆Tij,st = 1. Therefore in the rest of the paper,
we assume ∆Tij,nt/∆Tij,st = 1 for the calculations of cij,st and cij,dt.

We tested the scalability of our model with the TCAD simulations of structures with different
AE. Figures 4a,b and 5 compare, respectively, cij,nt, cij,st and cij,dt obtained from the proposed model
(lines) against the TCAD results (symbols) for devices with varying LE (in µm) = 5, 10, 15 at a fixed
WE = 0.4 µm and Pdiss = 30 mW. Excellent model agreement was observed across all the devices.
As expected, the amount of coupling increased with an increase in emitter length. Finally, we present
the variation of cij with electrical power dissipation at different sensing fingers in Figures 6 and 7 for
the three types of devices with AE = 0.2 × 5 µm2. Note that in Figure 7, cij,dt is shown for finger-2
and finger-3 heating in (a) and (b), respectively. A good level of model agreement was observed
between the proposed model (lines) and TCAD simulation results (symbols) in all the cases. From the
TCAD validation results presented so far, it is evident that the proposed model accurately captured
the thermal coupling in different configurations of multifinger transistors with no trenches, with only
ST, and with ST and DT. The accuracy of the calculated thermal coupling coefficients was consistent
irrespective of the finger spacing, operating power, and emitter dimensions.
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Figure 7. Pdiss—dependent cij,dt at different sensing fingers when (a) 2nd and (b) 3rd fingers are heating
individually in a five-finger device with AE = 0.2 × 5 µm2.

4. Model Validation with Measurements

Here we compare our self-heating and intra-device thermal coupling model with on-wafer
measurement results of trench-isolated multifinger HBTs from two different state-of-the-art
technologies of IHP [22] and STMicroelectronics [23].

4.1. Structure with Only Shallow Trench

The recently reported work in [22] dealt with five-finger structures of an SiGe HBT process of
IHP, having only shallow trench isolation. Measurement was carried out mainly for three structures
with emitter dimensions of WE × LE = 0.44 × [7.64, 12.68, 27.8] µm 2. As detailed in part-I [11], prior to
estimating the junction temperature and coupling factors of any trench isolated structure, we needed
to analyze a comparable structure without any trenches. We started with extracting the values of RTHm

for all three emitter geometries employing the extraction strategy of [18] over the measured RTH,jj,st

vs. Tjj,st data. Subsequently the coefficients of thermal conductivity model, κa, κb and κc, were also
optimized. These parameters were used in (4) along with the appropriate values of bnt and bst to
calculate ∆Tjj,nt, cij,nt and eventually, ∆Tjj,st. Finally cij,st was estimated using (8) of [11].

Figure 8a shows excellent model agreements with measured results of self-heating junction
temperature-dependent thermal resistance for shallow trench isolated structures at a fixed WE and
varying LE. In Figure 8b we compare the results of the proposed thermal coupling model (lines)
against measurements (symbols) at different sensing fingers for the chosen devices. Excellent model
agreement reflects the scalable nature of the proposed self-heating and thermal coupling model.
Results shown in the figures were obtained using the optimized values of κa = 0.118 × 10−2 mK/W,
κb = 1.195 × 10−5 m/W and κc = 2.797 × 10−8 m/KW in (4). The values of extracted RTHm used in
the model are 20, 15, 12 kK/W in the order of increasing LE.
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the proposed model (lines) and measurements (symbols) [22] for devices with varying LE at a fixed
WE. Here finger spacing s = 3.23 µm.

4.2. Structure with Shallow and Deep Trench

A study was conducted in [23] to investigate the thermal coupling effect in SiGe:C multifinger
structure having shallow and deep trench isolation from the STMicroelectronics B5T process.

Measurements were carried out for a five finger transistor with AE = 0.18 × 5 µm2. First we
extracted the appropriate BEOL RTHm and bdt using the self heating data of RTH,jj,dt vs. Tjj,dt for the
case when the 4th finger was only heating. Subsequently values of κa, κb and κc were optimized.
These parameter values were used in (4) along with the estimated values of bnt and bst to estimate
∆Tjj,nt, cij,nt, ∆Tjj,st and cij,st. Finally similar quantities of the structure with only ST were used in the
model of cij,dt along with the estimated value of ∆Tjj,dt obtained using (4). In Figure 9a, total thermal
resistance RTH,jj,dt obtained from the model was compared against the corresponding measurement
data. Excellent model agreement with the experimental data for the junction temperature at different
Pdiss was observed. Figure 9b shows the model agreement with experimental data achieved using
the cij,dt model. An optimized ratio value of ∆Tij,dt/∆Tij,st = 2.03 was used to calculate cij,dt for
the chosen device. The demonstrated results were obtained after employing optimized values of
κa = 0.83 × 10−2 mK/W, κb = 9.76 × 10−8 m/W and κc = 9.83 × 10−9 m/KW. Excellent model
agreements for both self-heating and thermal coupling measurement data of the structures with only
ST and with ST and DT irrespective of the operating power and emitter geometry variation highlight,
respectively, the robustness and scalability of the proposed model.

Finally Figure 10 presents the total finger temperature if the measured data for self-heating and
thermal coupling temperatures for each device were directly superposed following (1) from [11].
We also compared the corresponding modeling results showing excellent correlation. It is understood
that the superposition of these two temperatures was not valid as temperature-dependent κ of Si
was automatically considered in any measurement causing the original heat diffusion equation to
be nonlinear which could not allow the superposition principle. However, as demonstrated in [11]
with the help of TCAD data, the difference with the true finger temperature was not significant.
Since there was no fool-proof method so far reported in the literature to determine the true finger
temperature in a multifinger device when all fingers are heating simultaneously, we present the
limited model comparison. It is apparent that both the measurement as well as modeling framework
need further improvement to investigate the true temperatures of all the fingers in any multifinger
transistor structure.
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5. Conclusions

In this part we extend the already developed physics based scalable model of part-I [11] for the
depth-dependent substrate temperature including the effect of BEOL heat flow by introducing only one
additional parameter. We also present the extraction technique for this new parameter. This extended
model is tested against the TCAD simulated data that include the BEOL effect. Finally the model is
validated with the experimental data for the multifinger structures with only ST and with ST and DT
isolation fabricated following two state-of-the-art SiGe HBT processes. The model shows excellent
agreement with TCAD simulation and measurement data for various emitter finger geometries
demonstrating its overall utility.
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